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How to use GoToWebinar



Structure of the Webinar

Presentation: The International Application

Interactive questions during the webinar

Questions and answers session at the end

Presentation slides available for download 

Recording will be uploaded on the Madrid Webinar page

Short survey to provide feedback

https://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/webinar/


The International Application 

Overview 

Basic requirements

How to file

Fees

Track your application

Available WIPO tools and e-services
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The Madrid System

Centralized filing and management procedure

File one application, in one language and pay one set of 

fees for protection in multiple markets

Expand protection to new markets as your business 

strategy evolves



Members of the Madrid System 



Question

Which countries have recently joined the Madrid 

System?

Samoa, Canada and Brazil

Canada, Brazil and Malaysia

Samoa, Canada and Malaysia



Basic requirements

To be entitled to use the Madrid System, the applicant must:

Be a national of, or

Be domiciled in, or

Have a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment 

in a Contracting Party of the Madrid System

The applicant needs to have registered or filed an application (basic 

mark) in the IP Office of the applicant's entitlement (Office of origin)

The international application must be sent through the Office of 

origin



How the Madrid System works

The International Trademark Registration Process
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How to file an international application?

Through the applicant’s Office of origin

MM2 or E-filing

For more information see the webinar: How to Make the 

Most of the Madrid Member Profiles Database

https://www.wipo.int/meetings/en/details.jsp?meeting_id=52386


Contents of the International Application



Application for international registration

The applicant’s and/or Office reference

Contracting Party whose Office is the Office of origin



Details of the applicant: Name and address



The details of applicants: Address for 

correspondence



Details of the applicant: Telephone and 

e-mail address



Details of the applicant: Preferred 

language of correspondence



Details of the applicant: Preferred 

language of correspondence



Details of the applicant: Preferred 

language of correspondence



Entitlement to file with the Office of origin

Be a national of, or

Be domiciled in, or

Have a real and effective industrial or commercial 

establishment in a Contracting Party of the Madrid 

System





Appointment of a representative 

before WIPO

No special formalities or requirements 

Only one representative per international application 

Communications sent exclusively to the representative, 

not to the applicant



Basic mark and priority

Basic application or basic registration

Priority claimed



Question

Which is the period to claim priority?

3 months

6 months

12 months



The reproduction of the mark



The mark - standard characters

The applicant declares that he wishes the mark to be 

considered as a mark in standard characters

ROMARIN



The mark – color(s) as such

The mark consists exclusively of a color or a 

combination of colors as such, without any figurative 

element



Question

Is this mark?

A mark in color

A color mark per se



The mark - color(s) claimed



Miscellaneous indications -

Transliteration of the mark 



Miscellaneous indications

Translation of the mark into English, French and/or 

Spanish

The words contained in the mark have no meaning 

Description of the mark (contained in the basic application 

or basic registration and/or voluntary description)



Miscellaneous indications

Types of marks:

Three-dimensional mark

Sound mark 

Collective mark, certification mark, or guarantee mark



Miscellaneous indications - Verbal 

elements of the mark (where applicable):



Miscellaneous indications - disclaimer



Question

A disclaimer is for.. 

One or more designated Contracting Parties

All designated Contracting Parties



Goods and services

Goods and services for which the international 

registration is sought 

For more information see Webinar: Understanding the 

International Classification of Goods and Services Level: 

Beginner/Intermediate

https://www.wipo.int/meetings/en/details.jsp?meeting_id=53407


Designations



Requirements for some designated 

Contracting Parties
The European Union:

Indicate a second language before the Office of the 

European Union: English, French, German, Italian or 

Spanish.  

Possibility of claiming seniority from earlier registrations 

(Form MM17)

The mere fact of designating some Contracting Parties is taken 

as a declaration of intention to use 

United States of America: Form MM18 Declaration of intention to 

use the mark



Certification and signature by the Office 

of origin

The Office of origin certifies

the date of receipt of the international application

that the applicant is the same as the applicant/holder 

of the basic mark

that the mark is the same as the basic mark

that the goods and services are covered by the list of 

goods and services in the basic mark



Fee Calculation

The fees are payable in Swiss francs to WIPO  

Basic fee: 653 or 903 Swiss francs (reproduction of the mark in 

black/white or color)

Fees for designations

Standard fees 

100 Swiss francs (each class of goods and services

beyond three classes) 

100 Swiss francs per designated Contracting Party 

Individual fees 

Individual fees payable in 2 parts



Fee Calculation

Fee calculator.mp4


Payment methods

Option 1: Current Account at WIPO

Option 2: Credit card payments

Options 3: Bank or Postal transfer



Monitor your application

Madrid Monitor: how to track the status of your 

application as it moves through the examination process

Watch our Madrid Monitor Real-time updates tutorial to 

learn how to follow the status of all international 

application

https://www3.wipo.int/madrid/monitor/en/
https://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/monitor/tutorials.html#8


Available WIPO tools and e-services

Madrid Goods & Services Manager

Related Webinar: Understanding the International 

Classification of Goods and Services Level: 

Beginner/Intermediate

Member Profiles Database

Related Webinar: How to Make the Most of the 

Madrid Member Profiles Database

https://www.wipo.int/gsmanager/index.jsp?lang=en
https://www.wipo.int/meetings/en/details.jsp?meeting_id=53407
https://www.wipo.int/madrid/memberprofiles/
https://www.wipo.int/meetings/en/details.jsp?meeting_id=52386


Q&A Session about the Webinar

Aurea Plana

Madrid Legal Division

Lucia J. Yanguas

Madrid Information and 

Promotion Division



Keep Updated on the Madrid System

Visit the Madrid Website

Access Madrid Webinars

records and stay tuned for 

new topics

Play our Madrid “How-to” 

videos

Subscribe to Madrid Notices

Contact us: Contact Madrid

http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en
http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/news/2017/news_0011.html
https://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/news/2019/news_0020.html
https://www.wipo.int/newsletters/en/
http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/#contact

